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AM: There are few people in the country who understand  the 

difficulties of the decisions ministers have to take better than 

Professor Mark Walport, the government Chief Scientific Adviser 

who still advises the government – former Chief Scientific Adviser 

I should say – he still advises the government as part of the SAGE 

Committee. I asked him whether it was possible to keep schools 

open and still keep control of the virus. 

MW: Well we now have a much more transmissible variant and 

I’m afraid this is the sort of natural evolution of viruses. The ones 

that can transmit the most effectively have  an advantage over 

other variants, and so it’s clear that this new variant is 

transmitting more reality. It’s transmitting more readily in  

younger age groups as well. It’s important to note that it doesn’t 

appear to cause worse disease or that it’s going to be more 

resistant to the effects of the vaccine, but it is going to be very, 

very difficult to keep it under control without much tighter social 

distancing measures. 

 

AM: And would that include closing schools? 

MW: Well potentially. I mean we know that transmission occurs 

within schools. We know that a person between 12 and 16 is 

seven times more likely than others in a household to bring the 

infection into a household and we know that there was a small but 

a dip in the amount of transmission in school children after the 

half term which then went up again when they went back.  

 

AM: What more could the government be telling us to do, what 

more could we be doing now to try and stop this? 
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MW: Well, really at the end of the day the thing that actually stops 

the virus and we know that it can do, is keeping people apart. The 

virus can only get from one person to another through proximity.  

And so it really is about doing everything we possibly can to keep 

ourselves as safe as possible. And of course that really does 

involve making sure, as far as possible, that we protect the most 

vulnerable who by and large are the elderly people, but people 

with cancer and other diseases in society. And the other side of 

the coin, as I’ve said is, we’ve really got to get this vaccine out 

there as  quickly as we possibly can. 

 

AM: Looking backwards my question is did it have to be like this? 

In other words, had we had the circuit breaker lockdown back in 

September, had we opened up  more slowly in the summer, had 

we not opened up things during December would we have been 

able to avoid this do you think? 

MW: Well, I mean the retro spectroscope is an infinitely powerful 

instrument, Andrew, and it’s absolutely clear, we can see other 

countries, Vietnam for example, which has managed to keep its 

cases down, but we can see that sort of western liberal 

democracies have found it much harder.  The UK is not alone in 

this, but that doesn’t necessarily make it any better. So I think the 

important thing is to look forward, and looking forward the good 

news is that we have a vaccine and that has been a most 

extraordinary effort actually and the vaccines appear to be more 

successful than we might have  hoped for actually. So the problem 

now is to get them out there. 

 

AM: Exactly and the question is whether we can jump to sort of 

millions of people being vaccinated every week rather than the 

small number we’ve got at the moment.  

MW: Yes, indeed. And it really does take – and people mustn’t 

think that because they’ve had the vaccine that they can 

immediately go out and party. There are lots of things we don’t 

know about the vaccines. It seems likely that they will reduce the 
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transmission and of course in order to maximise the benefit of the 

vaccines the plan at the moment is to give the first dose to as 

many people as possible and give the second dose a little bit later 

at about 12 weeks. 

 

AM: These restrictions have been in place since December 20th or 

there abouts, these tier 4 restrictions and yet the epidemic is 

spreading,  hospitals are quite close to being overwhelmed around 

the country. Are these tier 4 restrictions therefore enough really? 

MW: It’s the tier 4 restrictions, it’s obeying them, it is thinking 

about breaking essentially every possible route of transmission we 

possibly can. Those are the things that are absolutely necessary 

and it is pretty clear we’re going to need more. 

 

Ends  


